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Clinical actionability and
utilization of next-generation
sequencing for prostate cancer in
a changing treatment landscape
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Oncology, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, NY, United States, 3Department of
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Background: Until recently there were no genome-directed therapies (GDTs)

requiring next-generation sequencing (NGS) in prostate cancer. We examined

whether the US approval of poly-(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) inhibitors in

May 2020 influenced the actionability and utilization of NGS in patients with

prostate cancer.

Methods: This was a single-center, retrospective study including men with

prostate cancer who received NGS testing from a single lab between 7/11/

2018-7/6/2021. Clinical and testing data were derived from the electronic

medical record.

Results: There were 346 patients with prostate cancer and qualifying NGS

testing during the study period. Overall, 55 patients (15.9%) had qualifying

homologous recombination repair (HRR) alterations for PARP inhibitor

treatment. A greater proportion of alterations were actionable post-approval

compared to pre-approval (22.7% vs 0%, Chi-squared p<0.001). 9 patients

received olaparib during the study period. Patients receiving NGS testing after

the PARP inhibitor approval were more likely to have metastatic disease than

patients sequenced before the approval (74.2% vs. 41.1% Chi-squared p<0.001).

Only 10.4% of patients with metastatic prostate cancer received NGS testing

within 30 days of diagnosis. NGS testing was performed after a median of 1

prior line of systemic therapy. The median number of days between metastatic

diagnosis and NGS testing was 196 (Q1-Q3: 54-832). The median time from

NGS testing to the next treatment was 255 days (95% CI 151-300). These

characteristics were not significantly different before or after the PARP

inhibitor approval.
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Conclusion: In this single-center cohort, the approval of PARP inhibitors for

later-line treatment of metastatic prostate cancer increased the actionability of

NGS findings but did not lead to earlier use of NGS testing.
KEYWORDS

prostate cancer, NGS - next generation sequencing, PARP inhibitors, homologous
recombination deficiency (HRD), BRCA 1/2 mutation carriers
Background

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) is increasingly relevant

in urologic oncology, driven by the increasing number of

genome-directed therapies (GDT) (1). However, the

availability of GDTs – and hence the relevance of NGS – has

been limited in some solid tumors, including prostate cancer. In

a 2019 study of nearly 5,000 consecutive solid tumor specimens

submitted for commercial NGS testing, only 67 (1.4%) were

prostate cancers (2).

Prior to May 2020, there were no US Food and Drug

Administration (FDA)-approved GDTs in prostate cancer.

This changed with the approval of the poly (ADP-ribose)

polymerase (PARP) inhibitors olaparib (May 19, 2020) and

rucaparib (May 15, 2020) for selected patients with metastatic

castration-resistant prostate cancer (mCRPC). Rucaparib

received accelerated approval for patients with somatic or

germline BRCA1 or BRCA2 alterations based on overall

response (44%) in the single-arm phase 2 TRITON2 trial (3).

Olaparib was granted full approval for patients with germline or

somatic alterations in homologous recombination repair (HRR)

genes based on improved progression-free survival in the phase

3 PROfound trial (4).

We performed this retrospective study to assess the impact

of the recent PARP inhibitor approvals on NGS utility and

utilization in patients with prostate cancer at a single academic

cancer center.
Methods

Study design and patients

This was a retrospective single-center study including all

patients with prostate cancer seen at Mount Sinai Hospital (New

York, NY) between 7/11/2018-7/6/2021 who received tumor

sequencing via a Sema4 Signal NGS test (See Genomic Data for

details). Patients with prostate cancer were identified based on

ICD codes (185 in ICD-9 and C61 in ICD-10). Among those

who received tumor sequencing, the majority (81.8%) of tests
02
were done by Sema4 (Supplemental Figure 2). Tumor

sequencing for prostate cancer was confirmed based on lab

requisition forms. We limited the analysis to those receiving

Sema4 sequencing tests to ensure completeness of genomic data.

The objectives of the study were to describe the clinical

actionability and utilization patterns of NGS testing before and

after the approval of PARP inhibitors for advanced prostate

cancer. Clinical actionability was defined as the proportion of

patients with genomic alterations associated with an FDA-

approved therapy for metastatic prostate cancer. Actionability

of alterations was tiered based on therapies available: tier 1

(FDA-approved therapies for prostate cancer), tier 2a (FDA-

approved therapies for a different cancer), tier 2b (clinical trial

eligibility criteria). Utilization patterns included the proportion

of sequenced patients with metastatic rather than localized

disease and, among patients with metastatic disease, the

median number of prior systemic treatments at the time of

NGS testing, the time from metastatic diagnosis to NGS testing,

and the time from NGS testing to the next systemic treatment

(Supplemental Figure 1).

This study was reviewed and approved by the Mount Sinai

Institutional Review Board (STUDY-21-01592).
Clinical data

A de-identified clinical database was generated from the

electronic medical record (EMR) using a proprietary pipeline

(Sema4, Stamford, CT) combining automated data extraction via

natural language processing with targeted manual review for

quality control. Clinically relevant features, including patient

demographics and disease characteristics, were extracted from

both structured tables and unstructured clinical notes. The

dataset was de-identified for research use.

The date of sequencing was considered the baseline

timepoint, and clinical characteristics were extracted relative to

this timepoint, unless otherwise specified. Patients were assigned

to the localized or metastatic sub-cohorts based on their disease

status at the time of sequencing (Supplemental Figure 2). PSA

values closest to NGS testing date were selected for each patient.
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Genomic data

Genomic data were generated by extracting DNA and RNA

from formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tumor specimens.

Sequencing was performed by Sema4 (Stamford, CT) using a

161-gene NGS assay built on the Oncomine Comprehensive

Assay v3 platform (OCAv3) (Thermo Fisher Scientific,

Waltham, MA) or a the Sema4 Signal whole exome and whole

transcriptome sequencing test (WES/WTS). Variants of

unknown significance were not included in this analysis.

Clinically actionable genes and tier description are shown in

Supplemental Table 1.
Statistical methods

Descriptive statistics were summarized using counts,

proportions, means, and medians as appropriate. Comparisons

of 2-dimensional count data were made using Pearson’s Chi-

Squared Test. The Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Squared Test

was used to test for independence of 3-dimensional count data.

The Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used to compare continuous

values, assuming unequal variances and non-normal

distribution based on the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality.

Time to event outcomes with censoring were analyzed using

the Kaplan-Meier estimator. We applied the Fisher’s exact test to

compare alteration frequencies between localized and

metastatic cohorts.

All analyses were performed in R version 4.1.0 (5).
Results

Study cohort and patient characteristics

Out of 18,752 patients with a history of prostate cancer seen

within the health system during the study period, 423 (2.3%)

received NGS tumor profiling of any kind (Supplemental

Figure 2). Of the patients receiving NGS, we had complete

genomic data on the 346 (81.8%) who underwent Sema4

testing with either a 161-gene panel or whole-exome

sequencing. This was the final analysis cohort.

The cohort was predominantly White (53%), with a median

age at prostate cancer diagnosis of 65 (IQR 12). At the time of

NGS testing, 182 (52.6%) of patients had localized disease, while

164 (47.4%) had metastatic disease. Patients were stratified by

their NGS sequencing date relative to the date of olaparib

approval (May 19, 2020). The majority of patients were

sequenced in the pre-approval period (N=280, 81%) compared

to post-approval (N=66, 19%) (Table 1). Cohort characteristics

stratified by disease status (localized vs. metastatic) are provided

in Supplemental Table 2 (6–9).
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NGS utilization in patients with
prostate cancer

Overall, the majority of patients (N=332, 96%) were

sequenced using the OCAv3 platform. Of the 14 patients who

received WES/WTS, 12 were metastatic. All WES testing

occurred in the post-approval cohort (Figures 1A, B).

Sequencing period relative to FDA approval was associated with

the disease state at the time of sequencing. A greater proportion of

sequencing tests were performed in patients with metastatic disease

in the post-approval period than in the pre-approval period (74.2%

vs. 41.1% Chi-squared p<0.001) (Table 1).

To further characterize NGS utilization in the context of

metastatic disease, we examined the number of systemic

treatments prior to NGS, the time from metastasis to NGS, and

time from NGS to next treatment (Supplemental Figure 1). Among

patients with metastatic prostate cancer (mPC) at the time of

sequencing (N=164), the median number of systemic treatments

prior to NGS was 1 (IQR 1 - 2) and the median time from

metastasis to NGS was 196 days (Q1-Q3: 54-832). Only 10.4% of

patients with mPC received NGS within 30 days of metastatic

diagnosis. These quantities were not statistically different in the pre-

or post-approval periods: median of 1 prior systemic therapy both

pre- and post- approval (Wilcoxon rank-sum p = 0.53); median of

234 (IQR 53-809) days (pre) vs. 170 (IQR 60-1172) days (post)

from metastasis to NGS testing (Wilcoxon rank-sum, p=0.8); and

11.3% (pre) vs. 8.2% (post) of patients received NGS testing within

30 days of diagnosis (Fisher’s exact p = 0.78)

To calculate time from NGS to next treatment for mPC

patients, we excluded patients missing data on cancer-directed

systemic treatments and patients without follow-up after NGS

testing. This left 133 out of 164 mPC patients with post-NGS

follow-up and known treatment status. To account for censoring

(44 patients did not change treatment during follow-up), we used

the Kaplan-Meier method to estimate the median time from NGS

to next treatment: 255 days (95% CI 151-300) overall. Stratifying by

pre/post-approval, time from NGS to next treatment was 220 days

(95% CI 133-331) for the 93 patients sequenced pre-approval and

258 days (95% CI 107-NA) for the 40 patients sequenced post-

approval (log-rank p = 0.43) (Figure 1C).
Genomic characteristics

Genomic alterations for selected clinically significant genes

identified in >1% of localized and metastatic patients with

prostate cancer are shown in Supplemental Figure 3. A

complete list of alterations with patient count by stage can be

found in Supplemental Table 3.

The genomic profile of our cohort was similar to previously

reported cohorts: ETS family transcription factors (TMPRSS2–

ERG, TP53, and PTEN) and the tumor suppressor SPOP were
frontiersin.org
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A B C

FIGURE 1

NGS testing date, by sequencing platform, for all patients with prostate cancer in PRODBv2 (N=346). Number of patients with (A) localized and
(B) metastatic disease – at time of sequencing – who received whole exome (WES) or Oncomine (OCAv3) testing between 7/2018-7/2021. The
date of FDA approval for olaparib is marked with a vertical line (May 19, 2020). (C) Kaplan-Meier plot of time from NGS testing to next treatment
for patients sequenced in the pre- and post-approval periods.
TABLE 1 Patient demographics and clinical characteristics, stratified by sequencing date relative to the date of olaparib approval in the United
States (May 19, 2020).

Characteristic PCA patient cohort

Total (N=346) Pre-approval (N=280) Post-approval (N=66)

Median age at diagnosis (IQR), y 65 (12) 63 (11) 67 (12)

Race/Ethnicity, n (%)

White 183 (53) 160 (57) 23 (35)

Black or African or American 51 (15) 34 (12) 17 (26)

Hispanic or Latino 21 (6) 15 (5) 6 (9)

Asian 10 (3) 8 (3) 2 (3)

Other/Unknowna 80 (23) 63 (23) 17 (26)

Missing 1 (<1) 0 1 (1)

Gleason Score, n (%)

6 30 (9) 25 (9) 5 (7.5)

7 127 (37) 113 (40) 14 (21)

8 61 (18) 51 (18) 10 (15)

9 96 (28) 69 (25) 27 (41)

10 10 (3) 7 (3) 3 (4.5)

Missing 22 (6) 15 (5) 7 (11)

PSA, ng/mlb,c n=173 n=133 n=40

Median 0.61 0.41 5.26

Mean 102 121 38

Min-Max 0-12494 0-12494 0-469

Stage, n (%)

Localized 182 (53) 165 (59) 17 (26)

Metastatic 164 (47) 115 (41) 49 (74)

NGS testing platform, n (%)

OCAv3 332 (96) 280 (100) 52 (79)

WES/WTS 14 (4) 0 (0) 14 (21)
Frontiers in Urology
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aFor the Race category, “Other/Unknown” includes patients with race not specified in the EMR. bEvaluated on the date closest to NGS sequencing date for each patient. cExcludes patients
with missing/unknown data. PCA, prostate cancer; IQR, interquartile range; PSA, prostate specific antigen; NGS, next-generation sequencing; OCAv3, Oncomine Comprehensive Assay v3
platform; WES/WTS, whole exome and whole transcriptome sequencing test.
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among the most commonly altered genes (10). We also observed

an enrichment for alterations in MYC, TP53 and AR in the

metastatic setting (11) and SPOP in earlier disease states (8)

(Supplemental Figure 3, Fisher’s exact test p-value < 0.01).

We identified rare BRAF and IDH1 alterations with targetable

potential in prostate cancer (12, 13). BRAF alterations were found

in 13 patients (4% of total cohort) while IDH1 alterations were

found in 7 patients (2% of total cohort). Interestingly, alterations in

IDH1 were limited to the localized setting only.

The most common pathogenic genomic alterations in the

localized cohort were ERG fusions (48%), followed by single

nucleotide variants (SNVs) in SPOP (18%), and TP53 alterations

(14%) (Supplemental Figure 3).

The most common pathogenic genomic alterations in

the metastatic cohort were TP53 alterations (40%), ERG

fusions (43%), and MYC gains or amplifications (16%)

(Supplemental Figure 3).
Clinical actionability of NGS findings
before and after PARP inhibitor approvals

Overall, 55 patients (15.9% of the whole cohort) had HRR

alterations qualifying for PARP inhibitor treatment (Figure 2). The
Frontiers in Urology 05
proportion of patients with HRR alterations was similar in the pre-

and post-approval cohorts (14% vs. 22.7%, Chi-squared p=0.09).

However, a greater proportion of alterations were actionable post-

approval compared to pre-approval (22.7% vs 0%, Chi-squared

p<0.001). There were an additional 138 alterations in 110 patients

(31.8% of the cohort) classified as either Tier 2a (associated with an

FDA-approved therapy for a different cancer) or Tier 2b (associated

with clinical trial eligibility criteria) (Figure 2A).

Among the 55 patients with HRR alterations, the most

common genes affected were: BRCA2 (33%), CDK12 (23%),

ATM (22%), and PALB2 (8%) (Figure 2B). During the study

period, 9 of these patients received GDT with Olaparib

(Figure 2C). Among the remaining 46 patients with HRR

alterations who did not receive GDT during the study period,

31 did not meet the labelled indication due to having localized

disease (N=26) or no prior progression on abiraterone/

enzalutamide (N=5). Among the 15 meeting the labelled

indication: 7 were stable on current treatment, 3 progressed to

the next line of treatment prior to the FDA approval, 1 enrolled

on an abiraterone dose-escalation study, and 4 patients had

limited follow-up (Figure 2C).

Focusing now on the 25 mPC patients with HRR alterations

and adequate follow-up (Figure 3A), the median interval time from

NGS to next treatment was 317 days (95% CI 239 – NA) pre-
A B

C

FIGURE 2

Clinically actionable alterations identified in 138 patients with prostate cancer (40% of total cohort). (A) Clinical actionability tier of 202 alterations (in 138
patients), stratified by stage and by sequencing period: (solid) pre- or (///) post-approval. (B) Proportions of specific genes altered within each stage and
clinical actionability tier. Tier 1 = associated with an FDA-approved agent for prostate cancer, Tier 2a = associated with an off-label agent, and Tier 2b =
relevant for clinical trial eligibility. For panels (A, B), clinical actionability tiers were defined based on the treatment landscape of December 2020. Patient
flowchart showing clinical actionability tier (at time of sequencing) of genomic findings and patients receiving genome-directed therapy (GDT). *
Indicates patients who do not meet current labelled indications for PARP inhibitor use in mPC (C).
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approval and 341 days (95% CI 255 –NA) post-approval (log-rank

p=0.59) (Figure 3B). The most common HRR alterations were:

BRCA2 (32%), CDK12 (28%), and ATM (20%). Four of these

patients had biallelic alterations in BRCA2 (N=2), BRCA1 (N=1)

and CDK12 (N=1) (Figure 3C; Supplemental Table 4).
Olaparib usage and outcomes
Among those treated with olaparib (N=9), 3 patients

harbored BRCA2 alterations (1 co-mutated with RAD50), 2

patients harbored BRCA1 alterations (1 bi-allelic and 1 co-

mutated with BRCA2), 2 patients harbored PALB2 deletions, 2

patients harbored CDK12 alterations, and 1 patient harbored an

ATM alteration (Figure 3D).

For these 9 patients, median lines of therapy prior to

olaparib was 3 and median time to next treatment was 346

days (95% CI 239 – NA) (Figure 3D). Three patients remained

on olaparib throughout the study period. Notably, one of these

(p9) was an exceptional responder. This patient had biallelic

BRCA1 alterations (p.V1646Sfs*12, p.H41R) with a response to

off-label olaparib lasting over 600 days.

Among the 6 patients no longer on olaparib, 3 changed

treatment due to toxicity while 3 changed treatment due to

progression. Treatments after olaparib included chemotherapy
Frontiers in Urology 06
agents (N=3; docetaxel, cabazitaxel, carboplatin), pembrolizumab

(N=1), apalutamide (N=1), and ADT alone (N=1).
Discussion

“Actionability” has emerged as a key principle in debates

over the clinical utility of NGS (14–20). However, the

actionability of NGS is not static. Genomic variants can

become actionable as novel targeted therapies are introduced

(21, 22). The recent approval of PARP inhibitors for prostate

cancer created an opportunity to examine changes in NGS

actionability and utilization at a single academic center.

Overall, only 2.3% of patients with a history of prostate

cancer had NGS testing during the study period, suggesting

that NGS testing was not a routine practice for most prostate

cancer patients. That said, we identified 280 cases of NGS

testing prior to the approval of PARP inhibitors. This was

driven by at least two factors related to the academic setting of

the study. First, NGS testing may have been used to screen

patients for clinical trials or to select patients for off-label

PARP inhibitor therapy prior to the FDA approval (there was

one notable case of durable response to off-label olaparib
A B

D

C

FIGURE 3

Treatment outcomes for patients with HRR-altered metastatic prostate cancer. Patient flow for HRR-altered patients ultimately receiving
olaparib. * Indicates patients not meeting the labelled indication for Olaparib (A). Kaplan-Meier plot of time from NGS to next treatment for
HRR-altered mPC patients sequenced in the pre- and post-approval periods (B). Swimmer’s plots showing treatment duration, treatment
response and subsequent line of therapy (—> indicates ongoing treatment). The y-axis lists the altered gene(s) and the current line of therapy (1-
5L) for individual patients. All HRR-altered mPC patients (N=25) beginning at time of NGS testing (C). Treatment response for HRR-altered mPC
patients receiving genome-directed therapy (N=9; all received Olaparib) beginning at time of treatment initiation. (D). ++ indicates patients with
biallelic alteration. Patients appearing in both (C) and (D) are annotated as p1-9 on the y-axis.
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lasting over 600 days). Second, specific clinicians were “early

adopters” of NGS testing, particularly in the localized setting.

This suggests that some clinicians perceived utility in NGS

testing even before the approval of PARP inhibitors, though

we do not have details on the clinical decision making driving

each test order.

NGS testing shifted towards metastatic patients after the

approval. While we cannot attribute causation, this is consistent

with clinicians focusing NGS testing on the population where

NGS findings had become more actionable. However, other

patterns of utilization, such as the timing of NGS testing in

mPC patients, did not change significantly.

NGS testing was not a routine part of the initial evaluation

for metastatic prostate cancer. Only 10.4% of mPC patients

received NGS within a month of diagnosis. NGS was typically

performed 6-8 months after metastatic diagnosis and usually

during second-line treatment. This is unsurprising, since PARP

inhibitors are currently only approved as a later-line therapy.

However, recent randomized trials in mCRPC testing upfront

combinations of PARP inhibitors and androgen receptor

signaling inhibitors may provide the impetus for a shift

towards earlier NGS testing in prostate cancer (23, 24).

Due to the effectiveness of existing mPC treatments and the

reservation of PARP inhibitors for later-line treatment, the

impact of NGS results on management were not immediately

apparent for many patients. Among the 25 patients with mPC

found to have a qualifying alteration, only 9 received a PARP

inhibitor during the study period. Of the remaining 16 patients

potentially eligible for a PARP inhibitor based on metastatic

disease and biomarker status, 5 had yet to progress on

abiraterone or enzalutamide (a prerequisite per the FDA label

for olaparib), and 7 others were stable on treatment after a

median of 304 days of follow-up. The approval of PARP

inhibitor combinations for upfront treatment of mCRPC

would make NGS results more salient earlier in the

treatment course.

The limitations of this study include its single-center

retrospective design, a limited post-approval sample size

with limited follow-up, and a focus on somatic tumor

profi l ing from a single vendor (though this vendor

performed 81.8% of NGS testing among prostate cancer

patients during this period). While some NGS testing

patterns were associated with the FDA approval of PARP

inhibitors, we cannot causally attribute the change in testing

patterns to the approval. Other concurrent events, including

the COVID-19 pandemic, may have affected NGS testing

patterns (6–8, 25).

In summary, the approval of PARP inhibitors for later-line

treatment of metastatic prostate cancer increased the

actionability of NGS findings but did not lead to earlier use of

NGS testing. Greater utilization of NGS testing in prostate

cancer is expected going forward, especially as PARP

inhibitors advance to earlier lines of therapy.
Frontiers in Urology 07
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 2

Patient cohort selection. PCA, prostate cancer; MSH, Mount Sinai
Hospital; WES/WTS, whole exome and whole transcriptome sequencing

test; OCAv3, Oncomine Comprehensive Assay v3 platform; hx, history;
dx, diagnosis.

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 3

Clinically significant alterations identified in 303 patients with prostate
cancer (88% of total cohort). Oncoprints showing alteration frequency in

(A) localized and (B) metastatic patients with prostate cancer for genes

altered in > 1% of patients.

SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 1

Clinically actionable genes. Actionability tiers as of December 2020,

relevant to . Tier 1 = associated with an FDA-approved agent for
prostate cancer, Tier 2a = associated with an off-label agent, and Tier

2b = relevant for clinical trial eligibility.
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 2

Patient demographics and clinical characteristics for study cohort
stratified by stage. aFor the Race category, “Other/Unknown” includes

patients with race not specified in the EMR. bEvaluated on the date closest
to NGS sequencing date for each patient. cExcludes patients with missing/

unknown data. PCA, prostate cancer; IQR, interquartile range; PSA,
prostate specific antigen; NGS, next-generation sequencing; WES/WTS,

whole exome and whole transcriptome sequencing test.

SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 3

Clinically significant variants for patients with localized and metastatic
prostate cancer.

SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 4

PARP inhibitor eligibility, variant type, and treatment response data for HRR-
altered mPC patients illustrated in Figures C, D. ++, biallelic alterations; *,

limited follow-up post subsequent treatment; LOT, line of therapy.
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